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UNIVERSAL SEAT BACK HOLDER USB

Universal Seat Back Holder
ITEM # COLOR NSN #

80-1224 Black --

80-1225 Coyote --

The North American Rescue Universal Seat Back Holder (USB) was designed to provide 

users with an easily accessible storage and organization system for essential medical and 

operational gear within a vehicle. This storage platform mounts easily to the back of most 

vehicle seats. The large laser cut laminate panel allows for secure organization of gear, while 

the adjustable attachment straps keep the panel tight against the seat back to optimize 

vehicle space. The MOLLE/PALS mounting points are compatible with many accessories, 

allowing for endless customization that tailors the positioning of items to your preferences. 

The USB can easily store a similar capacity to a vehicle go bag or medical aid bag conveniently 

located consistently for deployment. The MOLLE slits are backwards compatible design to 

accommodate any existing Nylon or Laser Cut standard MOLLE back platforms. The USB 

features a Tegris® Thermoplastic Composite inner layer providing the rigidity for the system.

Item includes headrest strap and two girth hitched seat base straps, while offering easy 

removal using 3 conveniently located 1” plastic side release buckles.

For quick removal of individual MOLLE components NAR recommends the use 

of NAR’s quick detach panels .

Accessory items for separate purchase are the USB Shoulder Straps and USB 

Malleable Bar. The USB shoulder straps are a set of hasty use super low-

profile laser cut straps. They easily connect and disconnect with metal 

G-hook buckles directly to the back of the USB. The straps are designed 

to hide seamlessly against the back of the USB out of the way until user 

needs to quickly respond to an incident with their entire USB load out. The 

USB can be removed, and shoulder straps donned in under 10 seconds.

Also available for the USB’s are the Aluminum Malleable Bar that can be 

hand formed to the profile of your seat back. The bar slides easily into and 

out of the back of each USB. This allows users to form their USB to any 

vehicle seat back reducing gear hang and optimizing passenger leg room.

*Universal Seat Back Holder 
sold separately. Check out 

NARescue.com for quick 
detach panels, kits,  

gear, and accessories.
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Specifications:
• Durable Laser Cut Laminate nylon construction

• Tegris® Thermosplastic Composite inner layer

• Secure storage for life-saving medical gear

• Adjustable nylon webbed connection straps

• Optional USB Shoulder Straps & Malleable Bar

• Dimensions:
• Packaged: H 15 in. x L 15 in. x D 0.125 in.

• Weight: 10.2 oz

* Universal Seat Back accessories  
   available at www.narescue.com


